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Letter from
prof. Krzysztof Opolski

Ladies and Gentlemen,
On behalf of the Investment Service Centre, it is my pleasure to give you the “Innovative Technologies” guide, which presents the actual view of innovative technology in our country in the most genuine way possible, as well as the changes which occurred during the recent years. I do it with utmost
pride, for the last year was the time when once again we have proven our business effectiveness. Our
country is constantly showing not only its upward tendency of realized investments, but also their
high profitability.
As an uprising market, Polish economy is very well situated in comparison to other Central and
Eastern European countries, and even to the entire European Union. The last two years were the
period of struggling with the effects of the world’s economic crisis. Even though it did not have such
a drastic course as it happened in other countries, it was felt in almost all aspects of life. The majority
of Polish businessmen are, first of all, dependent on their citizens, their talents, knowledge, entrepreneurship, initiative and involvement.
The directions and dynamics of changes in social-economic situation have forced the need of having a new view on Poland’s progression, the result of which is to perform actions towards the intensification of abroad investments. Although European average rate of research and development
investment surpasses that of Poland’s, the innovation growth of Polish economy rises faster than in
many EU countries. The last year was the year of mutual work of experts, ended with formulating
challenges and long-term aims of development.
I hope that this guide will be a truly valuable source of knowledge on Poland and its investment possibilities.
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO
DO TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS ON START-UPS
MARKET - GUIDE

Start-up as a form of business conduction
More and more young entrepreneurs decide to start
their own business. New enterprises often acquire a
start-up form – micro and small enterprises focused
on development of a particular product or service,
actively searching for matching business models.
Start-ups are characterized by a small number of
workers (there are usually no more than 20 people
in a team) and free management model. They are
dynamic constructs which evolve along with market
demands and an enterprise’s opportunities.
As a form of business conduction, start-ups are featured with many assets. Their main valour is the possibility of easy adjustment to the market’s changes.
Contrary to large enterprises, the decision- making
chain in a start-up is quite short and enables quick
reacting in case of occurrence of new technologies
or competitive solutions. Undertaking relevant decisions in a team influences bonds tightening between
the employees and improvement of the workplace’s
atmosphere. The start-ups workers are more satisfied with their job and they execute their tasks with
utmost ambition. What is more, a less bureaucratic
approach towards company management enables a
start-up to focus on its most important aim – to improve their offered product or service.
6

Young enterprises possess perfect auto-promotion
possibilities. Start-up brands have clear ‘personality’
– they are innovatory, ambitious and fresh. Solutions
proposed by young, full of passion and capable entrepreneurs meet the sympathy from the clients and
approval from the media. Despite the fact that there are no groups of specialists for brand image creation behind a product, it defends itself only thanks
to its high quality and growing number of interested
clients. It allows for adjusting competitive prices and
gives the opportunity for their negotiation – many
people would rather invest in something more
expensive, but personalized, ecological or created
via innovatory method.
It is worth to remember abovementioned assets of
start-ups in moment when a person loses their faith in their enterprise’s success. Nowadays, solutions
suggested by micro- and small enterprises might
compete with those which have experienced, large
companies behind them – it requires consciousness
about threats endangering start-ups at every stage
of their functioning. It is also worth knowing which
actions and oversights of the entrepreneurs might
cause a prematured start-up fall.
Information can be found in the next part of the
guide.
www.investpl.eu

Life cycle of a start-up and most important challenges
The starting period of activity of every start-up might
be divided on several stages. They directly respond
to the greatest challenges against which every start-up beginner stands in the process of implementing
their product on the market. If in the face of these
obstacles the start-up initiator gives up, the start-up
may fall. That is why it is significant to acquaint with
the life cycle of a typical start-up.
The initial phase is called discovery phase. During
this phase, an entrepreneur gathers data on the target market, planned client’s group, distribution network and possible competition. The aim of the discovery phase is to determine which feature of the
offered product is unique and distinguishes it from
the competition – it is to be the axis of the promotional campaign. At this stage, a start-up often join an
accelerator or an incubator, which significantly increases its chances of success.
In validation phase, a start-up checks interest in its
solution. First customers ort users report their comments on a product which allows the entrepreneur
to improve and adjust it to the customers’ needs. It
increases the range of the product, and what is more,
the number of a company. At this stage, it is a key
step to implement market analyses, thanks to which
a start-up could efficiently react upon all the technological and social changes. Furthermore, the validation phase is the last opportunity for implementing
plan B and executing radical changes in the structure
and the model of a start-up’s activity.

Phase three, the efficiency phase, is the very foundation for further development of a company. The
process of a start-up’s clients acquisition is being
improved, the number of employees is increased,
business structure and model are stabilised. The
sale process is becoming more automated, new distributors and trade partners appear. At this stage, a
start-up should have an already renowned brand. It
does not mean that a start-up rejects the possibility
of implementing changes, though – it still remains a
dynamic construct evolving along with the market’s
demands. In order to maintain this flow it is necessary to constantly use the analyses which were initiated
in the validation phase.
In phase four – scaling (which stands for quick
growth) – a start-up is developing very rapidly and
it accelerates its growth. A company obtains new
markets, sometimes even foreign ones. The product-service offer is extended, new technologies and solutions are implemented. In a company’s organization changes also occur: topic divisions and director
vacancies are being created. A start-up begins to get
closer to a classic enterprise with its structure.
After the start-up period, an enterprise passes into
commercialisation phase. The solutions suggested
by it reach more and more broader group of recipients and may be produced on a mass scale. The
enterprise’s structure is stabilising, contacts’ network
and associations are being developed. Start-ups
which last until this stage are usually strong enough
to maintain on the market, although they still may
require help in reaching to foreign markets or cooperating with other industries.
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Reckoning the stage of activity a start-up is currently
at and what challenges are still ahead are crucial for
the success of an entire enterprise. Omission of any
of abovementioned stages is often connected with
reaching slower progress and incoherent conduction
of the enterprise. A balanced start-up development
influence its profits in future and increases its changes for achieving success.
Why start-ups fall?
Statistically, about 50% of all start-ups are doomed
to fail in first four years of their existence. Accurate values depend on the branch in which a start-up
operates. The most risky thing is to initiate a business activity in IT sector, transportation and media.
Relatively highest chances of success are with insurance agencies and educational projects. It must
be noticed that a failure does not mean a definite
finale of the enterprise: an entrepreneur who failed
with one start-up can smoothly move to work with
another one. Experience acquired during an unsuccessful attempt of initiating their own activity may be
imperative for the success of next business.
There are many problems which must be challenged
by new enterprises. Quite rarely the reason for start-ups’ failures are external factors, such as random
situations and catastrophes. The basic gripe the
starting businesses deal with are lack of experience
of their founders. Possibility of focusing on improvement of a product, being one of main start-ups’
assets, quite often becomes a trap. An enterprise
does not pay attention to formal-legal issues, such as
necessity of conducting accountancy or reports. It is
connected with the threat of administrative penalties
and great financial burdens at the very beginning of
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activity, while incurred losses may have an impact on
a start-up’s fall.
The fall of a start-up is also concurred by missing
resources access. Product’s and service’s improvement requires funds and access to research and
test instruments, which is often available only in
specialised institutions. A young entrepreneur cannot always use them for they do not have sufficient
contacts. R&D facilities are not always eager to share their infrastructure to an unknown entity which
makes the work for solutions impossible. A product
which cannot be put under tests quite often does not
reach even to prototype phase.
Even start-ups which in their initial stage of existence get on quite well can encounter serious difficulties.
One of them is stagnation and inhibition of a product’s or a service’s development. It is due to lack of
knowledge on target market and lack of contacts with
entities which perform in this field of interest on everyday basis. It reflects in gradual decrease of interest
in start-ups’ propositions and loss of clients. In order
to stay in a market, a start-up must develop: constantly improve and extend its offer. If it cannot maintain
its stable innovation level, it is doomed to failure.

www.investpl.eu

Start-ups which achieved spectacular success are quite often being heard of. Hardly anyone remembers
the names of these enterprises which fell. It is a truly
horrifying prospect for a young entrepreneur. There
are, however, entities which may help a start-up in
overcoming such difficulties. Enterprise accelerators
are a support for promising start-ups.
Start-up accelerators – development help
Accelerators are entities which help start-ups with
managing the formal-legal part of a project. Depending on the offer, accelerators conduct incomes and
outcomes register, acquire clients and financing for
projects and help in settlements of obtained grants.
It helps the entrepreneur freely focus on suggested
solution development and success achievement.
Finding an investor, distributor and supplier of technology is a great challenge for a beginning entrepreneur – not all entities share their data in the Internet.
Accelerators often dispose a vast contacts network
and offer their help with finding an investment partner matching the start-up’s needs. What is more,
they have access to many investment funds and help
in choosing a proper financing model.
One of the accelerators with rich offer for project at
any stage of development is Investment Service Center (ISC). It associates experienced experts and investors from all over the world. Because of this, dozens
of entrepreneurs from Poland and Europe have put
their trust in it. Among other accelerators, ISC is distinguished with complex approach to start-ups se-

rvice – not only ensuring financing and mentoring,
but also enabling an enterprise to use modern laboratories and skills of highly qualified scientific crew
and expansion on international markets. ISC also
possess its own Internet platform called Smart Ecosystem which performs a function of start-up management centre, as well as a medium for establishing
contacts with the investors and research facilities.
We invite you to acquaint with the guide on the most
important fields and issues in which ISC may provide
help for start-ups.
Most frequent errors made by entrepreneurs
Start-ups owners begin their activity with optimism
and confidence. They have innovative ideas which
would surely find esteem among clients and capability to enforce it in life. But they quite often are not
aware of the fact that the very idea is not enough.
Conducting a start-up, even though requiring fewer
formalities than in case of a classic enterprise, also
means the necessity of skilful project management.
In this aspect, the Investment Service Center’s accelerator, which would teach an entrepreneur how to
effectively manage a start-up, may be helpful. Upon
reckoning and defining the needs of a particular
start-up, ISC appoints a coordinator responsible for
defining its development and helping in terms of
avoidance of aforementioned errors.
One of main reasons for start-ups failure is already
mentioned lack of basic competences necessary
for conducting a company. Entrepreneurs who do
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not possess experience in management, finances
or accountancy often forget about these aspects of
conducting an economic activity. In order to develop
their activity it is imperative that market analyses be
conducted. If a start-up was founded thanks to financing from a certain fund, the necessity of preparing
periodical reports becomes an additional obligation.
Even if the entrepreneur is aware of these requirements, they do not always have time to fulfil them
– and not all of micro and small enterprises may hire
a specialist. ISC help start-ups with conducting a full
documentation of their activity, runs accountancy
and market analyses as well as prepares all the necessary periodical reports for funds. In addition, if an
entrepreneur needs additional funds, the accelerator
help him in finding proper financing or an investor.
The second frequently made error is inappropriate
resources management. Entrepreneurs – beginners
have difficulties with proper estimation of possessed
intellectual capital value, size of equity contribution
and the size of production. Lack of knowledge of market prices, too rapid development and inappropriate
distribution of products make the start-ups develop
by leaps and bounds. In such case, one improper
move may cause the failure of a start-up. Using ISC
services, the entrepreneur is given an opportunity of
acquainting with the currently existing market conditions, settling proper prices range and size of equity contribution. It allows for learning autonomic risk
management in a company, which is really important
in next stages of an enterprise’s activity and necessary to achieve success.

back is extremely important for every enterprise, for
it allows to eliminate errors and imperfections. What
is more, the clients notice if and how their suggestions
are used in real life which builds reliability and trust
for the brand and it also contributes to the increase
of a product’s range. ISC conducts research of clients’
satisfaction and delivers the information to the entrepreneur – thanks to which they can easily improve
their products. Additionally, mentors’ involvement in
the project from many large enterprises accelerates
proper development of the solution suggested by the
start-up. Constant data access is allowed by Smart
Ecosystem platform, which also serves as a contact
channel with mentors and advisors of ISC.
A major error which always ends with a start-up’s
failure is incompetently determined direction of an
enterprise’s development. Entrepreneurs- beginners
try to follow the start-ups which already achieved
success instead of searching for their own success
formula. Not every start-up is the same and the solutions which proved in case of one of them may be
useless or even dooming in case of another one. Heeding advices is also art, which at the beginning of

Young enterprises often cannot define target group
of clients and they try to make a product “for everyone”. In most cases, such an approach does not work
and greater success is achieved by solutions directed
towards a particular recipient. A good identification
of clients’ needs and properly matched marketing
strategies and manner of products’ distribution is
also part of a start-up’s success. ISC conducts full
analysis in terms of target market – it helps with identifying target group and setting marketing strategy to
its preferences. Investors potentially interested in
technology are gathered by the accelerator through
data exchange network called European Green Technology Alliance (EGTA), consisting of 21 European
clusters.
Entrepreneurs- beginners often forget about how important is the client’s opinion. It is the very opinion
which allows for constant improvement of a product
and setting the offer to the market’s demands. Feed10
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The discovery stage is a breakthrough moment for
every start-up. During this phase ISC helps the young
entrepreneur to define the unique aspects of their
solution and tailor the marketing campaign to highlight these qualities. In the second stage, validation,
the accelerator can assist in making numerous important decisions concerning the development of
the company in the context of the current market
situation. Moreover, ISC offers individual help with
accountancy, finances and market analysis.
During the acceleration process the start-up has constant access to specialist support for marketing strategy design and product distribution. It is crucial during the efficiency phase and has a direct impact on
the incoming scaling stage. As the company scales,
start-up still can benefit from the help of mentors.
ISC experts can support the entrepreneur with planning the further development of the company and
adapting a suitable business model.

activity may be difficult to master. An entrepreneur
who decides to cooperate with ISC will receive an
opportunity to use the knowledge of experienced
experts in terms of their field of interest and scope
of activity. The accelerator organizes trainings, meetings with mentors and discussion panels in the
most convenient place for a start-up as well as virtually via Smart Ecosystem platform. ISC is characterised by individual and matched to the customers’
requirements approach.
The start-up acceleration procedure in Investment Service Center
Each project supported by the Investment Service
Center has to go through several stages. In the initial phase, the solution suggested by a start-up is
compared with the requirements set by big companies that cooperate with the accelerator. The profitability and investment potential of each project are
evaluated. Start-ups that successfully qualify to the
acceleration programme are then monitored by ISC
experts throughout all the development phases to
the commercialisation of their solution. ISC specialists can accompany the start-up during every stage of
business activity.

The primary objective of the European Green Technology Alliance is the facilitation of international partnerships between various entities. These partnerships
result in a common goal – designing, testing and implementing a commercialised, innovative solution.
EGTA is also a European platform for technology and
specialist knowledge exchange. Activities undertaken
by EGTA can be sorted into 6 categories, which can
then be further divided by areas of interest in which
the innovative solutions are implemented. These areas of interest range from everyday uses, such as food
production, transport and medicine. to important
business and economic issues. Start-ups cooperating
with ISC will be able to make use of the resources offered by EGTA and find suitable financial and technological partners.
ISC offers the possibility of cooperating with the Emirates & Europe Business Development Cluster. EEBD
helps the company to easily find a source of financing.
EEBD is an entity focused on building partnership between European and Emirati companies. Cluster supports all activities and investments that help to improve business relations between Europe and the United
Arab Emirates. It is especially important for start-ups
which want to branch into foreign markets, especially
the quite exotic and often inaccessible Emirati market. Companies looking for investors from all over the
world can also benefit from partnership with EEBD.
The distinguishing quality of ISC is the Smart Ecosystem platform used for project management. Implementation of a digital platform improves the efficien11

cy of startup acceleration process. Smart Ecosystem
is intuitive in use and compliant with all security standards. Startup can access the knowledge database
as well as contact ISC mentors and experts through
the platform. Moreover, Smart Ecosystem enables
access to a network of specialist laboratories and highly qualified staff. Desired facilities and personnel
can be freely booked though the platform.
Investment Service Center as a support for companies
Investment Service Center is an innovative, international business structure associating high-level experts.
Its main objectives are start-up financing and looking
for projects of high business potential for the investors. ISC boasts a robust network of partners and an
extensive expertise in conducting investments of varying scale and in different areas of interest.
ISC acts globally, with representatives in such countries as Poland, Croatia, Spain, Belgium, Ukraine, Romania, Bulgaria, The United States, The UAE, Qatar,
India and China. ISC closely cooperates with several
worldwide investment funds for financing new and
established businesses.
ISC assists the young entrepreneur in verifying and
developing their solution, creating business and
marketing plans for its successful launch and financing current and future investments of the start-up.
The accelerator organises trade missions, fairs and
conferences, during which start-up can establish invaluable international contacts and expand its activities to foreign markets.
#StartInPoland – European Startup Valley
Poland is a promising field for development of innovative projects. More and more companies decide
to start investing in the markets of Eastern Europe.
Thanks to its convenient location, rapid economic
development speed and qualified human capital, Poland is often chosen by entrepreneurs who wish to
start their companies.
Start-up initiatives are actively encouraged by the
Polish government. In response to the growing interest in establishing own business the #StartInPoland
programme was launched. This support scheme is
addressed to micro- and small companies which offer solutions useful for bigger businesses. It is comprised of two main activities: incubating of the most
interesting projects and supporting accelerator pro12
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grammes. Other national Polish programmes for financing start-ups were launched by, among others,
President of Poland and the Prime Minister.
As an accelerator, Investment Service Center has joined the #StartInPoland programme. To help in fulfilling the objective of the programme, ISC has founded the cooperation network for developing start-up
projects and facilitating access to proper infrastructure and mentoring regardless of their physical location. The cooperation network comprises of selected
technological parks, research institutes and science
units operating in Poland. It is compliant with the
conditions of the programme which emphasise the
need of utilising existing infrastructure and the potential of young entrepreneurs to strengthen Polish
economy.
#StartInPoland guarantees financial support until
the creation of a functional prototype. Companies
participating in this scheme may apply for other sources of funding on the latter stages of their operation. ISC can assist in selecting a suitable investment
fund or finding an investor. Moreover, the cooperation network enables start-ups to access laboratories
and test fields as well as closely work with qualified
academic staff.
All investments realised by Investment Service Center – as part of the #StartInPoland scheme as well
as those outside it – create an enormous innovation
potential. The success of every project is achieved
through effective management of both technological
and financial risk. Cooperating with ISC enables the
young entrepreneur to focus on the most important
issue – developing and improving the project – at the

same time giving them a chance to learn how to manage a startup by themselves. We would like to invite you to cooperate with ISC and make your dream
startup a reality!

LINKS:
 Investment Service Center www.investpl.eu
 European Green Technology Alliance www.egta.eu
 Emirates & Europe Business Development Cluster
www.eebd.eu
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FROM IDEA TO INNOVATION
- HOW TO BE AN EFFECTIVE
INNOVATOR

Though there is a wide gap between having an idea
and implementing the innovation it carries, the innovations are the real driving force behind economic
development. An effective innovator is able to link
technological mastership with openness to challenges, courage to meet what is unknown and readiness
to cooperate with others.
Innovations and competitiveness of companies
Technological innovations, understood mostly as new
products, new production methods or new work management methods, can strongly influence the competitiveness of companies. Efficiency growth leads to
productivity growth, affecting positively the competitiveness of companies, which is essential nowadays.
Innovations enable companies to improve the quality
of products and services, decrease production or provision costs, rationalise production, lower energy and
material consumption, enrich product offering and
put their products or services on new markets.
A company, in order to trade effectively, should constantly seek for new solutions. Innovations allow for
16

strengthening its position on the current market or
increasing its competitiveness on the new market.
Striving for profit maximising and operating costs minimising, the company naturally becomes an innovator – a subject which commercialises new technology
and implements innovative idea on practical terms.
Managing technologies in company
In the case of the knowledge-based economy, the
applied technologies are decisive factors in terms of
advantage and goodwill of the company (the competition between Microsoft and Apple is a good example). That is why understanding technological development path and wise technology management are
the key aspects for companies’ progress. Taking into
account the latter aspect, what matter the most are
the life cycle of technology and its competitive force.
The curve of technology life cycle, also called the potential of technology, reflects the shape of “S” letter,
which means that in the initial stage of “life” it requires some improvements, whereas in the final stage
it reaches the maximum of its effectiveness. Being
well familiarised with the life cycle of technology alwww.investpl.eu

lows entrepreneurs to replace old technology with
the new one in the most suitable moment.
Competitive force means the influence of particular
technology on reaching competitive advantage. Being aware of competitive effectiveness of individual
technologies allows entrepreneurs for setting priorities in terms of increasing and strengthening them. It
should be managed, of course, with particular focus
on strategies and objectives shared by the company.
Depending on competitive force, technologies can
be categorised as follow:
• Base technologies – they are basic and widely used
technologies, which are essential for the company
operating, but rather ineffective when it comes to
building company advantage on the market.
• Key technologies – they allow entrepreneurs to
reach the competitive advantage.
• Setting-pace technologies – they are progressive
technologies, which are in their initial development stage, but have chances of replacing key
technologies and, at the same time, increasing
the company’s competitiveness.
• Emerging technologies – they are technologies
which usefulness has not been proved yet; however, after refining them, they have chances of
changing competition rules in particular business.
Technology Transfer
Under conditions of fierce competition, growing consumers’ needs and shorter life cycle of products and
technologies, companies need to constantly seek
for innovations and implement new solutions. New
technologies may come from internal sources (therefore they can be produced in research and development units operating on the premises of a company), external sources (in this case companies use
technologies developed by separated units) or mixed
sources (both from internal and external sources).
When acquiring technology from external sources,
technology transfer may reflect the vertical or horizontal form. Horizontal technology transfer takes place between companies and means, among
others, sale of patents, licences and the “know-how”,
undertaking joint actions and industrial cooperation.
Vertical technology transfer means, above all, acquiring knowledge on public R&D sector, including purchasing inventions, patents, licences and utility models as well as assigning contract research.
It is worth mentioning that technology transfer covers not only the most common forms and innova-

tion media such as publications (open knowledge
media), patents and licenses (protected knowledge
media), but also various courses, trainings and trade fairs (formalised channels of diffusion of innovations), mergers and acquisitions, informal contacts
with clients or the purchase of innovative machines
and devices.
Technology transfer is also a much more complicated process than typical commercial exchange. On
one hand, technology supplier is a monopolist but,
on the other hand, what is the subject of the exchange are new solutions, which effectiveness cannot be
precisely predicted.
5 stages of technology transfer process
Technology transfer makes competitive position building easier, however, the process can be successful
only when it is effectively implemented in business
practice. The task is complicated and innovators
have to pass it. According to the team led by Prof.
Krzysztof Santarek, technology transfer process consists of 5 stages:

Generation of ideas

Preselection of projects

Incubation

Promotion

Implementation

Generation of ideas and preselection of projects
are stages which answer the question: what can
this new technology bring to the market? These
first two stages of technology transfer process lead
17

to identification of commercial potential of innovation or new technology. Incubation stage involves
defining the product and determining its specification as well as validating technology effectiveness
in terms of market needs. Incubation should also
contain demonstrating, at least in laboratory conditions, the most characteristic product features,
and creating business plan with the information
about business risk and the ways of limiting such
risk4. The last two stages are promotion and implementation of solutions that have a defined and
confirmed value with the support of innovation
and business centres.
European Network of Technology Transfer
In the modern world, people are witnessing the dynamically developing market economy; bigger and
bigger share of it lies in advanced technologies. The
issue of technology transfer becomes an incredibly
important element of raising the competitive advantage of the enterprises. The above mentioned technology transfer process is differently defined.
According to the most common definition, it includes
handling exact knowledge and inventions directly to
economic practice. The older meaning, based on the
patents trade, design patents, licenses and „know-how”, was ousted by the wider definition, which
defines the technology transfer as many forms of
popularizing the innovations, technical education
and stages of implementing it into the sphere of production activity. The boundary between the sector of
science and research and the procedure of fabrication keeps blurring.
Currently, the technology transfer means also the
cooperation of European clusters, which is to counteract the European and non-EU economies.
The partners in cooperation are, in many different
combinations, scientific and research institutions
as well as big, middle-size and small enterprises.
The participants of the platforms may include 325
entities, which are located in 18 countries, including 21 large international clusters. The entity that
leads to unification of these activities from the entire Europe - is EGTA. European Green Technology
Alliance is the European platform for technology
transfer and knowledge about market and technological trends, which also contains some remarks
and examples of good praxis in technology transfer. This base offers also innovational solutions
in many important fields of global economy and
contains the profiles of scientists and experts who
18

directly cooperate with the initiators of the projects. As the members of EGTA, they coordinate
particular operations; they are also present while
discussing the conceptions and offer their help in
implementing the ideas.
The activities of EGTA are divided into 6 parts in which
we take actions, aiming in implementation of technologically better solutions into economical structures.
They include both universal areas connected with:
• Financial products and services,
• Innovative technologies,
• IT market,
• Energy,
• Waste management,
• Agricultural and food industry,
• Real estate industry,
• Transport,
• Tourism,
• Military technologies,
• Medicine,
• Culture and art.
Let’s talk about future
In global economy there are innovations which guarantee the success of single companies and entire
economies. Poland is a country which role rapidly
evolves both on the European and global markets,
being considered the supplier of cheap labour in the
1990s and the source of highly skilled human capital in business services sector in the last decade. Our
country is at a threshold of enabling its potential in
terms of developing technological ideas and generating innovative technologies. There is a clear evidence that Poland is becoming a crucial technological player on global markets as Polish inventions are
recognised by respected international investors and
conquer global markets.
Why is that? Have we become more innovative because the genius dawned on us? Well, no. Poland’s
accession to the European Union simply enabled
international knowledge transfer processes, which
granted Polish scientists, engineers and makers
access to great global know-how and taught them
how to benefit from cooperation and contacts and
use them for commercialising their own solutions.
Thanks to various forms of the knowledge transfer,
we do not have to duplicate existing ideas, but focus
on our inventions, which have access to capital and
modern methods of commercialisation.

www.investpl.eu

Catalogue of
innovative technologies
Complete database: www.base.egta.eu
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European Green Technology Alliance
www.egta.eu
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EGTA is an international platform for cooperation among European clusters in order to set up the technology transfer between entities, oriented to the needs of a modern, sustainable and intelligent economy.
The members of European Green Technology Alliance are European technology clusters, whose aim is
to support further development of technological solutions and their global commercialisation.
We kindly invite you to cooperate with us.

www.egta.eu
office@egta.eu
+48 22 424 95 83/84

skype ID: egta.eu
whatsApp: egta.eu
facebook: egta.eu
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Lubelskie Voivodeship

Lubelskie Voivodeship is a rapidly developing region of Eastern
Poland, with a friendly institutional environment and universities with
a long educational history. Here you can not only develop your business, but also have a relaxing time in unique natural settings, or take
advantage of a rich cultural offering.

CONTINUOUS INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT

■ Convenient & strategic location – eastern
border of the EU (gateway to Eastern
Europe and Asia),
■ National road S-17 (Warsaw - Hrebenne
- Lviv), S-12 (Warsaw-Lublin-ChełmDorohusk-Kiev), S-19 (Białystok-Rzeszów)
– access to border crossing with Belarus,
■ Well-developed border crossing infrastructure with Ukraine and Belarus (7
crossing points),
■ Małaszewicze – free customs zone.
INVESTMENT SITES LUBELSKIE – WHERE
SCIENCE UNDERSTANDS BUSINESS

■ Lublin is the largest academic centre of
Eastern Poland,
■ 5 universities located in Lublin and 18
higher educational institutions in the
region. The institutions of higher education teach over 77,000 students each year,
■ Science and Technology Parks, as well as
specialised research institutions.

Contact details

LUBELSKIE – A PERFECT PLACE TO LIVE

In Lubelskie Voivodeship you may not only
develop your business, but also relax in the
unique natural environment and take advantage of a wide range of cultural events.
BUSINESS LUBELSKIE – OUR SUPPORT

Marshall’s Oﬃce of Lubelskie Voivodeship
in Lublin supports the development of the
region by participating actively in the creation of an investment-friendly atmosphere.
Information on:

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

investment areas,
exemptions,
incentives,
EU funds,
human resources,
salaries,
organizing trade missions and study visits.

Marshall’s Oﬃce of Lubelskie Voivodeship
Lubelskie
Voivodeship
Department
of Economy
and International
Cooperation Trade and Investment Promotion
Section
Grottgera 4; 20-029 Lublin

www.invest.lubelskie.pl

Łódź Voivodeship

Emirates & Europe Business Development Cluster

In recent years, the United Arab Emirates have been
showing growing interest in European market mostly
because of superior quality products and services and
highly developed innovative technologies. In turn, European entrepreneurs are willing to broaden their markets.
Emirates & Europe Business Development Cluster
was formed in response to the expectations on both
sides, in order to integrate the Emirati and European
business environment and to provide enhanced methods
of communication.
EEBD.eu is an international cooperation organisation
for European and Emirati environments. Its activity is
based on associating and supporting member institutions: enterprises, governmental units, researchers and

TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

www.eebd.eu
office@eebd.eu
+48 22 424 95 80 / 82

INVESTMENT
PROJECTS

ECONOMIC
EXCHANGE

skype ID: eebd.eu
whatsApp: eebd.eu
facebook: eebd.eu

scientists interested in investment cooperation in the
following fields:
Financial products and services
Innovative technologies
IT market
Energy
Waste management
Agricultural and food industry
Real estate industry
Transport
Tourism
Military technologies
Medicine
Culture and art

REDUCING POVERTY
& SOCIAL EXLUSION

LEGAL & INVESTMENT
SERVICE

